Tactical Interrogation Report

FROM: [Redacted]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
Report No: [Redacted]
Alias: None
Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan
Captive Tag #: M060108-01
Interrogator: [Redacted]
Date/Time: 201520C JAN 08
Language Used: AD
Interpreter: [Redacted]
Maps Used: None

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08
2. Place/OBJ:

Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQI fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IZ
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date / Place of birth: October 1976 / Mahalabiyyah, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim - Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- Detainee provided previously reported information on his meetings with Jar Allah.
- Detainee failed to provide any additional Kunyas for Jar Allah.
- [Redacted]
- [Redacted]
Detainee reiterated previously reported information on the dates, location and discussion topic for his meeting with Jar Allah.

Part IV: Remarks:

Detainee was cooperative during the session but claimed that he had no further information on Jar Allah to give. Detainee was anxious to know his disposition after questioning.